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QUESTION 1

A user runs terraform init on their RHEL based server and per the output, two provider plugins are downloaded: $
terraform init 

Initializing the backend... 

Initializing provider plugins... 

-Checking for available provider plugins... 

-Downloading plugin for provider "aws" (hashicorp/aws) 2.44.0... 

-Downloading plugin for provider "random" (hashicorp/random) 2.2.1... 

Terraform has been successfully initialized! Where are these plugins downloaded to? 

A. The .terraform.plugins directory in the directory terraform init was executed in. 

B. The .terraform/plugins directory in the directory terraform init was executed in. 

C. /etc/terraform/plugins 

D. The .terraform.d directory in the directory terraform init was executed in. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

In regards to deploying resources in multi-cloud environments, what are some of the benefits of using Terraform rather
than a provider\\'s native tooling? (select three) 

A. Terraform can help businesses deploy applications on multiple clouds and on-premises infrastructure. 

B. Terraform is not cloud-agnostic and can be used to deploy resources across a single public cloud. 

C. Terraform simplifies management and orchestration, helping operators build large-scale, multi-cloud infrastructure. 

D. Terraform can manage cross-cloud dependencies. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Terraform is cloud-agnostic and allows a single configuration to be used to manage multiple providers, and to even
handle cross-cloud dependencies. This simplifies management and orchestration, helping operators build large-scale
multi-cloud infrastructures. https://www.terraform.io/intro/use-cases.html 

 

QUESTION 3

You have written a terraform IaC script which was working till yesterday , but is giving some vague error from today ,
which you are unable to understand . You want more detailed logs that could potentially help you troubleshoot the issue
, and understand the root cause. What can you do to enable this setting? Please note , you are using terraform OSS. 
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A. Terraform OSS can push all its logs to a syslog endpoint. As such, you have to set up the syslog sink, and enable
TF_LOG_PATH env variable to the syslog endpoint and all logs will automatically start streaming. 

B. Detailed logs are not available in terraform OSS, except the crash message. You need to upgrade to terraform
enterprise for this point. 

C. Enable the TF_LOG_PATH to the log sink file location, and logging output will automatically be stored there. 

D. Enable TF_LOG to the log level DEBUG, and then set TF_LOG_PATH to the log sink file location. Terraform debug
logs will be dumped to the sink path, even in terraform OSS. 

Correct Answer: D 

Terraform has detailed logs which can be enabled by setting the TF_LOG environment variable to any value. This will
cause detailed logs to appear on stderr. You can set TF_LOG to one of the log levels TRACE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN or
ERROR to change the verbosity of the logs. TRACE is the most verbose and it is the default if TF_LOG is set to
something other than a log level name. To persist logged output you can set TF_LOG_PATH in order to force the log to
always be appended to a specific file when logging is enabled. Note that even when TF_LOG_PATH is set, TF_LOG
must be set in order for any logging to be enabled. 

 

QUESTION 4

A terraform apply can not___________infrastructure. 

A. import 

B. provision 

C. destroy 

D. change 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Terraform console provides an interactive command-line console for evaluating and experimenting with expressions.
You can use it to test interpolations before using them in configurations and to interact with any values currently saved
in state. 

Which configuration consistency errors does terraform validate report? 

A. A mix of spaces and tabs in configuration files 

B. Differences between local and remote state 

C. Terraform module isn\\'t the latest version 

D. Declaring a resource identifier more than once 

Correct Answer: D 

validate will look for syntax errors "Declaring a resource identifier more than once" is a syntax error 
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